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A. Study Purpose And Rationale

We propose a pilot study to assess the quality of diagnosis and treatment of reproductive tract infections in Vietnam relative to WHO guidelines, in both the public clinic and private practice settings. Sexually transmitted diseases and BIV are a growing concern in Vietnam, particularly in the south. Estimates of MV prevalence for the country now resemble those seen in Thailand six years ago. STD's and related female reproductive tract infections (RTI's) are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide but are especially burdensome in developing countries, not least because they can facilitate BIV transmission, and have significant complications, which mostly affect women.

Assessment of the quality of current STD treatment services is essential to program development for STD control. The WHO has developed treatment guidelines for RTI's that provide a useful standard for assessing current treatment practices. They are based on symptomatic syndromes, for use in primary care settings where laboratory testing is neither widely available nor cost-effective. Although not sensitive enough to use for screening, prospective validation studies have shown them to be an effective case-management tool in developing countries for cervicitis, genital ulcers, and Trichomonas. A prospective validation study of these guidelines is currently underway in Vietnam. Although the current lack of data from Southeast Asia makes predictive values reported in prior studies difficult to generalize to Vietnam, the guidelines were 72% sensitive and 73% specific in diagnosing cervicitis among pregnant women in Zaire, a population with prevalence estimates comparable to those reported for southern Vietnamese antenatal clinic populations! The guidelines have been incorporated into a survey instrument for assessment of STD services. Current WHO guidelines thus appear to provide an adequate standard for assessing quality of rational case management with sensitivity and specificity comparable to other treatment algorithms developed for RTI's.

In addition to evolving health care demands, Vietnam has undergone tremendous social, political and economic changes in the past decade. The effects of these changes on the health care system are not well understood. While an practicing physicians are required to hold public sector jobs, since 1989 they have been allowed to open private practices. Now wholly two-thirds of outpatient consultations are delivered by the private sector, and the public sector contributes less than 20% of all medical treatment given. Yet little data exists on the quality of care delivered in private practice settings as compared to public clinics, how their patient populations differ, or how health care resources are utilized in these settings. Deregulation of the importation of Western pharmaceuticals may have led, as in other developing countries, to widespread overuse of antibiotics, leading to cases of toxicity and developing antibiotic resistance. Particularly in a country with limited health care resources, it is important to determine the effectiveness of the available modes of care delivery for a growing public health problem such as STD's, and possible points for intervention to improve cost effectiveness.

B. Study Design/Statistical Analysis

This is a prospective, observational study of provider behavior in two practice settings. A pilot study will first be conducted of providers in a single antenatal health clinic in Cantho who also see patients in the private practice setting. A team of medical students from the university hospital in Cantho will be trained as Observers, to apply study questionnaires, to perform surveys of practice sites, and to record observations of patient-provider encounters. Physicians from the same university will be
trained as Scorers to apply WHO guidelines to the encounters observed to arrive at a "standard" diagnosis, and to score the providers' diagnostic and treatment (based on providers' diagnoses) performances relative to WHO guidelines. After informed consent is obtained from the providers, they will be asked to provide schedules of private practice hours with the understanding that observers will make unannounced visits to both clinic and private practice settings.

Observer and Scorer variability will be assessed prior to the start of data collection in encounters with providers not part of the study using teams of two independently observing and scoring the same encounters. Differences will be noted, training repeated as necessary prior to proceeding. Surveys will be done of the clinic and each provider's private practice setting. In private practice settings, in a ratio of at least one observer per provider, data collection will begin and continue on consecutive days for a target of 15-20 patients with reproductive tract symptoms per provider. Informed consent will be obtained from patients by the provider. Observers will be present for the entirety of the encounter including consent, history and physical examination, any dispensation of medication/injections, and counseling/follow-up discussions. If complete physical exams were not performed by the provider, they will not be performed by the observer. After the encounter, observers will apply the patient questionnaire and clarify with the providers any rationale they may have for diagnostic and treatment decisions made. Concurrently, the procedure will be repeated for each provider during his/her clinic hours on consecutive days with a goal of 20-40 encounters with patients with reproductive tract symptoms.

C. Site: Cantho, capital of Cantho Province in southern Vietnam

a. Subjects

In a. Providers based at the antenatal health center who also have private practices (maximum of 10 or random sample of equal numbers of male and female providers).

b. All consecutive female patients who come to either setting on observation days, regardless of chief complaint, or whether it is the first visit of the Symptomatic episode. Women who do not volunteer a reproductive tract symptom or have one elicited from them during the encounter will be excluded from the primary analysis.

A secondary goal of the study is to describe the patient populations that choose to seek care at each practice setting. Therefore no effort will be made to match patients in the clinic or private practice settings. Obviously differences in patient populations can have an effect on provider diagnosis and treatment behavior. In data analysis, the potential impact of these differences will be examined.

b. Measurements

(a) Questionnaires) Survey of providers including demographic data, training, and clinical experience.

Survey of sites, including hours of operation, staff, diagnostic equipment and lab testing availability, cost and availability of medications, and consultation fees.

Recording of symptomatic and medical history questions asked by the provider, if reproductive tract symptoms reported or elicited, findings on physical exam and speculum exam if done, lab tests performed, diagnosis (whether communicated to patient, recorded in chart, or communicated to observer), any treatment administered or prescribed, any secondary prevention or partner referral counseling given, any follow-up provided, duration of encounter and time for treatment dispensation.

Survey questionnaire of patients after the provider encounter, including demographic data, knowledge of condum use, the costs to the patient of the encounter, review of symptomatic and pertinent medical history not asked by physician. If a provider did not perform a complete physical exam, it will not be performed by the investigator. Complete provider questionnaire including clarification of rationales for diagnosis/treatment decisions made.

Scorers blinded to the providers, patients, and practice setting of each encounter will first apply WHO guidelines to arrive at the "standard" syndromic diagnosis, then score the providers on whether they agreed or disagreed with guidelines on diagnosis, and score providers on correctness of treatment given the providers' diagnosis. Guidelines do recommend drug substitutions for pregnant patients and those with
common drug allergies, but not every clinical contingency can be anticipated. Other drug substitutions by providers will be reviewed in the context of the information recorded during the encounter.

D. Analysis

Error analysis will be done to determine where errors cluster, degree of inter-observer, inter-scorer variability. Frequency distributions of all variables between the two practice site types will be recorded. Patients who did not volunteer or from whom reproductive tract symptoms were not elicited during the encounter will be excluded from the primary analysis, unless they were given a diagnosis of an RTI, but will be included in descriptive analyses of the two patient populations and in analyses of prescribing behavior. Primary outcomes of interest are correctness diagnosis relative to WHO guidelines, and correctness of treatment by guidelines given provider diagnosis, which will be analyzed using Chi-squares of provider diagnosis and treatment performance (agree or disagree with WHO guidelines) by practice setting, stratified by women with an RTT by WHO guidelines and women without RTI by guidelines. Secondary outcomes of interest are performance scores as described above stratified by specific WHO diagnostic groups (gonorrhea/chlamydia, Trichomonas, etc.) and provider and practice setting characteristics. Data will be analyzed by comparison of proportions for categorical variables, and t-tests for continuous variables.

Other outcomes of interest include measures of questionnairesurvey items included in the WHO "core drug-use indicators"26 list (average # drugs prescribed per encounter, % drugs prescribed by generic name. % encounters with an antibiotic prescribed, % encounters with an injection prescribed, % drugs prescribed from the national essential drugs list or formulary, average consultation timeldispensation time, % drugs prescribed that are dispensed, % drugs adequately labeled, % patients understanding correct dosage, availability of key drugs and copy of essential drugs list at practice site), as well as a comparison of the patient populations in the two practice settings by demographic variables, knowledge of STD risk and prevention, and health care seeking behavior. Results of the pilot study will be used for power calculations and sample size estimates for the subsequent study.

E. Study Procedures

See above. Observation should take 15min/pt, survey 10min, scoring 5min, physician questionnaire 5 min 4 40min/pt. This study does not involve any invasive procedures outside those deemed necessary for patient care by the provider, or any study medications.

F. Study Questionnaires

See documents attached below):
Provider questionnaire, Site evaluation form, Encounter survey, Patient questionnaire, Performance evaluation form

G. Study Subjects/Recruitment

For recruitment, see above. Include: AD female patients seen at a study site on observation days.' Exclude: Exclude men from entry. Exclude from the primary analysis women who do not volunteer or have elicited reproductive tract symptoms during the encounter unless they were given a diagnosis of a reproductive tract infection.

H. Confidentiality
Providers will be coded with unique identifiers. Patients will be coded to identify only by their provider and site numbers. All data on individual participation in the study will be kept strictly confidential.

I. Risks/Benefits

This is a minimal risk study for patients. For providers, the study may represent a risk of increased regulation or other government involvement in either practice setting, but also offers the opportunity to contribute to a realistic understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the current care delivery system.

J. Compensation

Involvement in the study will be voluntary and there will be no compensation for patients or providers. Neither should they incur any costs.

K. Minors

Ideally we would like to include all female patients with reproductive tract symptoms. This will be reviewed with regard to Vietnamese laws/regulations regarding consenting minors and parental notification.
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